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W ITH Uncle Sam's restrictions on vital war ma-
terials counting cadence, today's young women 
are falling in step to go without, make it do or-think 
up something new. 
New metal zippers may be difficult to find, · but it 
is possible to rejuvenate the old ones. If the zipper 
is in good condition but the wrong color, the color 
can be removed with a household bleach, and wax 
crayon applied to match the garment. If the zipper 
is covered and pressed with a hot iron, the color will 
be retained more readily. If the color fades in clean-
ing, the exposed areas may be re-treated. 
Precious bobby pins can be kept from scattering by 
placing them in a metal typewriter ribbon box which 
has been painted in a color that will harmonize with 
its surroundings. The box can be effectively decorated 
with decalomania or a monogram. Other valuable 
metal supplies such as paper clips, pins and needles 
may also be kept in such containers. 
Even though the paper shortage has eliminated 
many favorite brands of monogrammed stationery, it 
is still possible to correspond on original, individual-
ized paper. By the use of hand-printing, modern ini-
tials can be applied to any type of stationery. The 
initials should be traced on heavy paper or lightweight 
cardboard, dipped in paraffin to prevent ink absorp-
tion and dried. When the parts desired are cut out 
with a razor blade, the stencil can be placed on white 
or colored stationery and the colored ink brushed on 
with a stiff toothbrush. Notes or letters can be writ-
ten with the same ink. 
Gaily-colored yarn dolls will add a perky note to 
dresses and suits this season because of the scarcity of 
metal ornaments. They can be easily made at home by 
winding colorful yarns vertically and horizontally 
around rectangular cards and tying the head, hands, 
waistline and feet with contrasting bits of yarn. Em-
broidered or button faces and bows give the dolls 
distinctive personalities. 
The problem of limited storage space has created 
a new use for the barrel. Small barrels, about a foot 
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and a half high, can be covered with bright chintz 
or cretonne and used as hampers for soiled or ready-
to-be-ironed blouses and slips. They serve a double 
purpose by making charming seats. 
To remedy the exasperating process of rummaging 
through a drawer to find a favorite pin, large pieces of 
jewelry can be pinned to a small fiat pillow. The pil-
low, quilted in squares on a sewing machine, can be 
tacked on to the closet door or pinned inside the skirt 
of a dressing table. 
Idle pottery vases can easily and quickly be c~:H~­
verted into charming new book ends. The vase 1s 
weighted with lead shot or sand ballast so that it will 
not tip, and this is covered with felt. By adding a little 
black dirt and a sturdy green vine the book ends lend 
a summer accent to the most studious-looking desk. 
Conspicuous dark picture wire can be dispensed 
with by using some white cord about one-half in_ch in 
diameter. The cord may be tacked around the picture 
frame for a border and then extended from the cor-
ners of the picture up to the molding. 
A collection of bright beanie doo-dads or hatpins 
may be made by salvaging old corsage pins and scraps 
of felt. Small hearts, flowers, wings or what-have-you 
can be cut from the colorful bits of felt and stitched 
onto the hats. 
An interesting effect can be obtained in the clear 
glass flower containers in the window if a few drops 
of green food coloring are added to the water. 
Personal stationery takes on variety when small fig-
ures, flowers or designs cut from scraps of print mate-
rial are pasted on plain white stationery. 
A package of paper drinking cups kept on hand in 
the college room often meets situations which call for 
a · well-stocked shelf of jars and bowls. Among their 
uses in addition to drinking are holding flowers, vines, 
soap solutions for shampoos and bobby pins. 
Make "sleeping under the stars" a remedy for bleak 
white ceilings. Both large and small blue stars cut 
from heavy drawing paper and scotch taped to the 
ceiling give a room sparkling warmth. 
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